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Abstract – In this research paper, we present resources from a unique repository, the Video Mosaic Collaborative (VMC), developed by Rutgers Library in collaboration with the Robert B. Davis Institute for Learning at Rutgers University. The VMC (http://videomosaic.org/) is a resource that houses an extensive video collection made possible by National Science Foundation funding that provided longitudinal and cross-sectional studies of the development of mathematical ideas and ways of reasoning. The VMC resources and tools provide a user-friendly, accessible website designed for use by teachers, teacher educators, students and researchers. It draws its content from research from the Robert B. Davis Institute for Learning (RBDIL). The VMC makes available videos, transcripts, student work and other metadata from the extensive video collection of students working on mathematical strands in rural, suburban, and urban settings. Collaborative tools such as the VMC Analytic, an online video editing and annotation tool [1], invite users to create analytics from videos hosted on the VMC for use in their classrooms. Educational interventions involving the VMC have showed significant change in-service teachers’ recognition of students’ reasoning as well as their beliefs about what children can learn and what teachers can do to support student learning [2][3] when used in professional development [4].
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INTRODUCTION

The Video Mosaic Collaborative (VMC) Repository has been built as a resource for teachers, educators and researchers. More recently, it has been a key resource to support pre-service teaching and professional development in New Jersey [2, 4]. Maher, Landis and Palius (2010) showed that the VMC was used to support mathematics middle-school teacher development in interventions that made user of a modified lesson-study model (Palius & Maher, 2010). The studies revealed changes in teachers’ beliefs about student understanding and learning. A key component of the intervention is the studying of videos in the VMC Repository. Results from pre and post tests showed signification growth in teachers’ recognition of student reasoning as well as in teachers’ beliefs about what students can do and how they can create learning environments that facilitate student collaborative problem solving and growth in reasoning in supporting solutions to problems. The post-session data collected from course evaluations and material as well as analysis of data from online postings supported these findings (Sigley, Maher, Hmelo-Silver & Palius, 2012). These findings suggest that teachers found their participation both valuable and relevant. Currently, with the inclusion of the new VMC Analytic tool, the VMC can be used to tailor professional development for individual teacher, teacher educator, and student needs. They can now use the tool to create and examine their own personal research and interventions.

VIDEO MOSAIC COLLABORATIVE DESIGN

The Video Mosaic Collaborative (VMC) was designed to preserve the unique video collection of research, now in its 25th year by Maher and colleagues at the Robert B. Davis Institute for Learning (RBDIL) at Rutgers University. The video collection has been amassed from grant funding from private contributions as well as from the National Science Foundation. The videos stored in the repository show the reasoning of students from elementary through
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high-school. Repository users can remotely search for specific strands of problems to consistently examine student learning in detail. The repository can be used to facilitate teacher education and examine cross-national or cross-global populations of student learning.

RESULTS

The research presented is based on the view that the building of a solid understanding of the mathematics required for success in later courses such as discrete mathematics, probability and pre-calculus is fundamental to success in later mathematics studies within engineering education programs around the globe. For example, Stanford University and MIT openly published the mathematics covered in their engineering courses (Stanford University, 2012; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2012). The VMC collection illustrates student learning topics in pre-algebra, algebra, statistics, probability, geometry and calculus. NCTM (2000) also provides a national discrete mathematics standard for grades 9-12. They require a mathematics curriculum to include learning to represent problem situations using discrete structures. Additionally, NCTM (2000) provides a national counting, probability and problem solving in general. These fundamental requirements are essential for later durable college-level and industry engineering education.

The paper provides results from studies of teachers and graduate students who have made use of the VMC tools and resources to explore mathematical ideas and study student learning. Research assessment includes pre-test and post-test data that have been collected, coded and scored in preparation for analysis to identify changes from interventions making use of the VMC resources. The examined research question is with current data analysis in progress across multiple site interventions from several colleges and universities are there findings that are relevant to engineering education, in particular, growth in understanding of mathematics.

Research Study One: Teacher Education Models

The first examined research study is the work of Palius and Maher (2010). In their work they compared and contrasted two models for pre-service and in-service teacher education. In the pre-service teacher education the research developed content strands for the teachers to examine based on their grade level. Elementary-level teachers would study place value strands while secondary-level teachers would study combinatorial strands. The teachers-students would first be given the tasks to develop and then examine VMC videos of K-12 students working on the same problem. In-service teacher education would be enhanced with professional development to implement the activities within their own classroom. The Palius and Maher research yielded rich teacher-belief changes throughout the lifetime of the teacher-education. For in-service teachers the research indicated that that there were changes in beliefs in how mathematics is learned and how teachers can influence student’s learning. The research indicated that in-service teachers beliefs on how students learn was significantly shaped.

Research Study Two: Teachers Attending to Students’ Reasoning

The second examined research study is the work of Maher, Landis and Palius (2010). Their research described an intervention model for the professional development of middle-school mathematics teachers. The year-long study indicated that teachers changed their views and beliefs on middle-school student learning. The intervention indicated that teachers a better prepared to promote and evaluate the mathematical reasoning of their own students. The intervention is developed around four objectives: (1) teachers doing mathematics, (2) teachers studying VMC videos of middle-school students doing mathematics, (3) teachers implementing the mathematics in their own personal classrooms and (4) teachers analyzing and discussing their student work. The first objective is initiated by a daylong workshop, or multiple shorter workshops, to immerse teachers in the process of becoming active participants in a learning community. The strands of problems given to teachers were used in research on student’s reasoning (Maher, Powell, & Uptegrove, 2010) and designed to offer opportunities for viewers to make connections between strand problems to facilitate making generalizations. The second objective is initiated by teachers viewing VMC videos on the students working on the same strand problem. Before the actual viewing of the videos, teachers are expected to make predictions about student learning. The third objective is to have teachers implement the strands within their own classrooms followed by the fourth objective of having teachers share and analyze the students work with the professional development community. Prior to and after an intervention objective has been implemented, teachers are given pre-test and post-test belief assessments (see Maher, Landis and Palius, 2010) about student’s learning and conditions for effective teaching. The scores are interpreted as 1 (strongly agree), 2 (agree), 3 (uncertain), 4 (disagree), and 5 (strongly disagree). The research found that changes in teacher beliefs about how
mathematics is learned and how teachers can influence student’s learning may be prerequisites to making changes in instructional methods. Additionally, school administrators and parents need to understand the benefits to their own students (Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher, 2010) for them to help remove actual or perceived obstacles impeding teachers alternative mathematics learning approaches.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results show that there are new teacher education models for promoting durable mathematical thinking within the K-12 environment. Students need to build a strong foundational understanding of mathematics throughout the K-12 grades in order to continue successful later study of mathematics required for mathematics-based reasoning in high school, college and beyond. New methods for (pre) engineering education can come with significant challenges as found in Maher (2005) including educating administrators and stakeholders. As such, the open VMC can be used as a powerful tool for educating teachers, administrators, parents and students themselves on the learning of mathematics as well as related science and engineering ideas.
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